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Outline for today

• Solution-focused coaching

• The original coaching programme
– Content and process (Antoinette)

– Impact (Justine)

• Expanding developments 
– Wider application and use

– Impacts

– Ultimately – reassessment of clinical practice



• >2000 staff
• 8 hospitals and 50+ 

community based 
services

• Large geographical 
area

• Management 
challenges



Change is 
happening

all the time…

The simple way
to change is to 

find useful change
and amplify it

Solutions Focus
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Solutions Focus and the 
OSKAR model
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Quelling rumours about SF 
coaching

• It’s a way of looking at change 
rather than a technique

• It’s always about balancing 
acknowledgement AND progress

• It’s about finding and building ways 
forward, particularly in tough
situations



Sfwork’s original brief

• Increase use of ‘coaching style’ by 
senior and middle managers

• HR department liked the look of the 
SF approach

• Clinical leaders ‘familiar’ with SF 
approach



The 6-month programme

• 2-day training in SF 
coaching

• Applying learning at 
work – in coaching

• 6 coaching sessions 
per participant with our 
coaching team 

• Two supervision days 
and final review day



The coaching model 
taught as tools rather than a process or questions



Questions or tools?

• Focus on 
practitioner – not on 
the answer!

• Stresses importance 
of ‘right question’

• A tool is a process
• Need to know

– What does it do
– How to use it
– When to pick it up
– When to put it down 

again!

• You may not need 
to use all the tools!

We find that teaching ‘tools’ rather than questions helps practitioners stay 
with the client rather than leaping around



The results
• TEN cohorts of managers have taken the 

programme over 3 years
• Managers reported ‘spending less time on 

problems and “why it’s not fair”, a decrease in 
anxiety and an increase in ability and action’ 

• Ripple effect with colleagues
• NHS journal article – The keys to unlock 

leadership
• Difficult conversations are now progressed
• “The impact has been far greater than we’d 

expected -we’re getting very positive 
responses. It does seem to have taken hold 
and is improving managers’ confidence and 
performance,” Justine Faulkner, Deputy HR 
Director



Impact of the original programme 
at AWP

• A positive ‘buzz’
• Began to establish a positive spiral
• SF thinking pervading the day job-

meetings management, staff 
communications, corridor conversations

• Managers spent less time on problems 
and instead were able to use their new-
found coaching skills to get others to 
think for themselves



What they said

The impact on me 
was being able to 
achieve things in 

difficult times

I now have more 
awareness of what can 
be done NOW with time 
and resources available

I spend less time thinking about 
problem and why it’s ‘not fair’ and 

more on how to move forward



Helps move things forward

More positive culture

Staff becoming more self-reliant and 
less dependent

Celebrate progress more

Team members empowered 
and energised giving us all 

more time

More action, not just discussion

The effect on the wider 
organisation

People feeling more 
positive therefore 

being more proactive

Less negativity

Improved relationships



Expanding developments

• Programme started 2008
• 2009 – coaching network established, SF 

ideas linked to leadership in tough times
• 2010 – SF ideas connected to negotiation, 

conflict management, personal effectiveness, 
target attainment and more

• 2011 – Clinical practice project planned to 
establish SF way of working with service 
users across AWP – linked to ‘recovery 
approach’



Impact of wider developments

• An SF ‘community’ of leaders and 
managers 

• The SF approach becoming the way we 
do things round here

• Transfer of approach into relationships 
with users inevitable

• Not ‘therapy’- SF conversations, 
recovery coaching



Questions and comments please



sfwork
The Centre for Solutions Focus at Work
Building progress rapidly in tough situations

sfwork

15 St George’s Avenue

London N7 0HB

Tel 08453 707 145

www.sfwork.com

info@sfwork.com

Download the AWP NHS journal article at
http://tinyurl.com/marknhs

Thank you!


